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Using Descriptive Vocabulary
Part A
Rewrite these boring sentences, including more descriptive vocabulary. Include expanded noun 
phrases, including some that include prepositional phrases. 

E.g. The firebird flew down to the tree The glorious, bright firebird with the very sharp beak 
flew down to the treasured, golden apple tree.

1.  The tsar sat on his throne.

  

2. 	Vasily	played	his	flute.

 

3.  Ivan grabbed a feather.

 

4.  Ivan and his horse walked into the forest.

 

5.  The wolf gobbled up the horse.

 

6. 	Ivan	found	the	firebird	in	a	cage.

 

7. Ivan and the wolf travelled over mountains.

 

Now write your own descriptive sentence about the wolf changing form.
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Part B
Write descriptive sentences about the following things, adding in adverbs as well as expanded 
noun phrases.

E.g. Ivan riding on a horse Ivan jumped onto the back of the beautiful, powerful horse with 
the golden mane and rode swiftly away from the kingdom.

1.  The wolf turning into Princess Helena

 

2.  Princess Helena hiding in the cave with the horse

 

3.  Erik gardening in the orchard

 

4.  Tsar Dolmat being thrown from the horse

 

5.  The wolf leaving Ivan and Princess Helena in the forest

 

Using Descriptive Vocabulary

Write your own descriptive sentences about events from this story. 

 

 

 

 

 

Challenge Task
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Using Descriptive Vocabulary 
Answers

Example answers:

Part A
1. The arrogant tsar with the sneer that made his subjects shiver sat on his throne.

2. Vasily played his silver flute with ornate designs all over it.

3. Ivan grabbed a bright and fiery feather with sparks coming out from it. 

4. Ivan and his nervous, tired horse from the stables of the tsar walked into the forest.

5. The gigantic, fierce wolf with the huge jaws gobbled up the horse.

6. Ivan found the firebird in a golden, shining cage with a solid gold hook. 

7. Ivan and the wolf travelled over tall, snow-covered mountains near the edge of the kingdom.

8. The ferocious, wise wolf with the magical powers changed into a horse in front of their eyes. 

Part B
1. The gigantic wolf with magical powers transformed effortlessly into Princess Helena.

2. Princess Helena hid nervously in the damp, cold cave with the horse.

3. Erik was gardening happily in the beautiful, peaceful orchard which was home to the golden apple tree.

4. The puzzled and alarmed Tsar Dolmat was thrown with considerable force from the horse.

5. The sombre wolf turned poignantly and walked away slowly from the sorrowful Ivan and Princess Helena. 

The confused, anxious servants searched Princess Helena’s room frantically.

Challenge Task


